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1.

PURPOSE and
PROCESS
Stakeholder engagement is the seed of collective impact’s potential

Context
Ottawa has an enormous challenge of reducing greenhouse gas emissions in buildings by 80% to help mitigate climate change
and an equal opportunity to become an innovation leader in green building technology implementation.
Ottawa Energy Collective Impact is a collective impact project that aims to create cross-sector dialogue and coordinated action
to co-create the way forward for a massive transformation of our building stock. The purpose of stakeholder mapping and
engagement strategy is to research, guide and evaluate the effort to have all relevant sectors involved with highly interested
and influential players. The stakeholder engagement map measures the interest and influence of the engaged parties and
helps tailor engagement strategies to different needs of stakeholders. The systems of influence map looks under the hood
at power dynamics, relationships between actors and what flow of energy is needed to achieve the desired outcome. It gives
some insights into the order of priority for engaging players to create a strong hub that will have the power to evolve Ottawa’s
energy landscape.

If you want to go fast, go alone.
If you want to go FAR, go TOGETHER
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Stakeholder engagement mapping process
Ottawa Energy Collective Impact worked in concert with the City of Ottawa’s Energy Evolution stakeholder
engagement process. The city of Ottawa led sounding board meetings and supported working groups for
new buildings and existing buildings in early 2017. The collective impact effort convened a wider set of
community actors to create a holistic and systemically strategic theory of change relevant for all buildings
GHG reductions in Ottawa.
This report is a check-point to ensure community stakeholders are adequately engaged from a variety of
sectors, perspectives and levels of influence. Participants in the collective impact process have self-rated
for interest and have been rated by the steering committee in terms of influence, each on a scale of 1-5
and plotted on a stakeholder engagement 2x2 matrix. The involved organizations have been categorized
by sector and gaps have been identified. The resulting engagement strategy addresses any gaps and plans
how to solicit and improve participation from the appropriate people.

INTEREST
Interest defined as interest in participating and
committing resources on Energy Evolution
strategy development.
0 - never heard of project

INFLUENCE

1 - not very interested in participating
2 - interested but not participating
3 - offering some time in meetings and working
groups
4 - engaged with leadership and planning
of working groups or governance and/or
contributing some resources
5 - fully engaged with significant resources of
staff, funding opportunities, champion

Influence defined as ability to motivate the wider
field of practitioners, political decision makers
and/or public opinion to adopt/engage/fund
the types of initiatives and recommendations
that will likely come out of the Energy Evolution
strategy.
1- Little to no influence
2- Connected to networks we will likely need to
influence
3- Credible and well connected to relevant
networks
4- Formal or informal authority (councilor,
strategic executive of relevant org, visible and
vocal in community)
5- Highly respected and influential voice with
relevant stakeholders (Mayor, CEO of Hydro
Ottawa, local MP, community celebrity )
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Matrix framework

Influence/Power of Stakeholder Present

Participants are placed on a 2 x 2 matrix according to self reported survey results for interest and qualitative
ratings of the steering committee. People who fall into each quadrant have different needs. The map helps
identify where to focus attention and aids decision making about how to engage participants going forward.
This Collective Impact project will want to cultivate high power, high interest stakeholders as well as high
interest, low power contributors to the strategic thinking process. High power, low interest parties may be
involved as champions or interviewees on a special Pod cast program about moving Ottawa through the energy
evolution.

High Power, Low Interest

High Power, High Interest

Meet their needs
Keep Satisfied

Key player
Engage Closely

Low Power, High Interest

Low Power, Low Interest

Show consideration
Keep Informed

Monitor
Minimal effort

Interest of Stakeholders

Image 2: Stakeholder Engagement Matrix
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Map
results

2.

The results of the scoring are shown in the matrix with coloured dots representing each stakeholder. The colour denotes
the sector, the influence is scored by the level of seniority and connection of the person involved, but we only list the company
name aggregated score of level of influence present. It does not directly reflect the amount of influence that organization has
in general. Six top executives from four eNGO’s have been actively involved in the steering committee. They are combined
into one large bright green dot. Eight relevant city of Ottawa staff have been actively involved in creating the theory of change
throughout the sessions. They are combined into one large light blue dot. There are not actors listed in the bottom corner
because they are not on our stakeholder list. Acronyms are spelled out on the following page.

5

High Power, Low Interest

High Power, High Interest
Leidos Canada

City of Ottawa
Councillor Champion eNGOs
6
Community
City of Ottawa
2 CAFES
Staff
8
OTF
2

Hydro Ottawa

Influence/Power of Stakeholder Present

4

PSPC

Ottawa
Community LF
FCM

CaGBC
Chambers of Commerce
Carleton CCI Business Champion
OREC
BGIS

CFO
NRCan

WSP Canada Inc

Minto
Urban Equation

Bullfrog Power
Ottawa Community Housing
EcoTalent Network
JJ McNeil Commercial
Hydro One
Invest Ottawa
Carleton University

FCPCoops

3

The Conscious Builder
OCDSB
University of Ottawa

2
3

Individual experts

The Ottawa Hospital
Canadian Association
for Renewable Energies
OBEC
GEN

2 Local businesses

Low Power, High Interest

1
1

2

Carleton Heights
Community Association

Atmospheric Energy
Systems

Low Power, Low Interest

EcoGen Energy

3

4

5

Interest of Stakeholders
Sector Key
Utilities and Renewable Generation
Building Sector
Large Energy Consumers and Building Owners
Community Voice and Local Business Voice
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Acronyms spelled out
BGIS - Brookfield Global Integrated Solutions
CAFES - Community Associations for Environmental Sustainability
CaGBC - Canadian Green Building Coun
Carleton CCI - Carleton Centre for Community Innovation
CFO - Community Foundation of Ontario
eNGOs - Environmental Non-Governmental Organizations
FCM - Federation of Canadian Municipalties
GEN - Global Environmental Network
NRCan -Natural Resources Canada
OBEC - Ottawa Biosphere
OCDSB - Ottawa Carleton District School Board
OTF - Ontario Trillium Foundation
OREC - Ottawa Renewable Energy Coop
PSPC - Public Service and Procurement Canada

Insights
Highlights
•

60 stakeholders from eight sectors attended the various fellowship meetings and working groups, committed to
being a champion and/or gave substantial feedback to the theory of change document.

•

Champions on board for municipal, government, NGO and community and green buildings sectors

•

The City of Ottawa, although they did not partner with us as closely as we had hoped within the Energy Evolution
planning, have been highly active and engaged participants in the collective impact process. Influential players
such as David Chernushenko, chair of the Environment committee is our municipal champion and Marica Clarke,
the program lead presented several times. Eight city staff attended the various fellowship meetings. We still hope
to develop an even stronger partnership relationship with the Planning, Infrastructure and Economic Development
(PIED) section as Energy Evolution phase two in 2018 has a greater focus on buildings.

•

Trust and collaboration between the City of Ottawa, the environmental community and concerned business
community members is much better quality compared to previous years. This largely due to the strong leadership
of David Chernushenko as chair of the Environment Committee including a philosophy of collaboration with city
actors.

•

The top executives of the environmental NGO community who collaborated on the grant steering committee have
built strong working relationships with each other and with the representatives from community environmental
groups.

•

New faces are coming into the fold that we have not engaged before such as large building energy operators, more
technical staff from the city of Ottawa and champions in the business community such as Don Anderson, former
chair of the Chamber of Commerce, stepping up as the business liaison and champion.

•

New connections with and understanding of priorities at the Federal level such as Public Service and Procurement
Canada and NRCan.
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Growth areas
•

It is expected that at this stage, a bulk of the participants in the fellowship will be an interest level of
three, participating in meetings and providing feedback since there are not a lot of resources required.
As we move into action planning, we would expect more players to be moving into the interest level 4
zone.

•

The map demonstrates that we have more work to do to engage influential players and a champion in the
buildings sector. The Canadian Green Buildings Council is our current champion for buildings but we need
a for-profit champion as well. Both Minto and Windmill are active in this space and can be cultivated as
champions. A targeted engagement and speaking directly with more leaders will help build relationships
in this area.

•

Since some of the relevant stakeholders have just been through the Energy Evolution visioning and
workshops we don’t want them to have to repeat efforts with Collective Impact. Now that we have
developed a draft theory of change based on data from our local context, we will be able to move the ball
forward as we engage these players in the action planning phase. The Energy Evolution team will work
more closely with us now that they are focusing on stakeholder engagement for buildings.

•

In the financial realm we plan to engage large scale investors to help build a financing model. A financing
summit is in conceptual stage with Tessa Hebb , distinguished research fellow at Carleton and the Building
the Base affordable housing collective impact project, to pick up where they left off, with a new approach
to the City of Ottawa for structural support.

•

Insights from our system of influence mapping exercise detailed in the next section, showed us that
businesses will tend to keep an eye on the process, but won’t spend time on many discussion and
relationship building meetings. When we are ready for action they will be a powerful force of change.

Learning for moving forward
A more personal and conversational approach to inviting will be required to engage a few more key players
in the building sector, financial, and large energy users. Targeted events for each group with partners they
already convene with like Hydro Ottawa will make this connection smooth.
The active fellowship will focus on action planning, digging deeper into baseline analysis of the relevant areas
of focus from our draft theory of change, and refining the theory of change as our understanding of the issues
evolves through planning research. Newsletters will continue to go out to update the wider community on our
progress. This included articles in the PEN newspaper and earned media coverage.
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Systems of Influence
Mapping
A dynamic exploration of the relationships of power and trust in the system

To better understand the underlying power and energy dynamics of the systems, an event was convened to perform a
systemic constellation. Diana Claire Douglas of Knowing Fields Designs, professional systemic design facilitator (SDF) was
commissioned on an honorarium to explore the field. We started with a draft theory of change outcome statement to test how
the system reacts to it and what movements would have to happen for the desired outcome to become reality.

Draft Outcome Statement:

Key Questions
Is the outcome in alignment
with the Spirit of Ottawa,
Mother Earth and the four
voices of Ottawa?

Four voices:
1. Citizens
2. Civic society
3. City managers
4. Business and developers

“Ottawa is a green innovation leader in energy
and buildings, achieving net zero C02 equivalent
emissions city-wide in buildings by 2050, contributing
to mitigating global climate change while creating a
vibrant community. “

What would it take for us to shift
from where we are today to
manifesting the outcome?

System of influence mapping process
Systemic Constellation work is when participants create a ‘living map’ of the issue they are wrestling with. Participants
stand on cue cards and ‘represent’ elements of the system. Elements can be stakeholder groups, forces such as the force of
change, and ephemeral ideas such as the Spirit of a certain organization or place. In a constellation, tensions and blocks can
be processed through moving positions to achieve balance, having a dialogue between elements, or creating a symbolic ritual.
When we all broaden our perspective together by seeing the whole system at once, it is like the moment when humanity went
to space and saw Earth as one globe for the first time. The result is that the group builds alignment, often as a pathway from
the present to the future becomes clear, and confidence emerges from the way the answers are created transparently and
from a non-personal perspective. Since many of our stakeholders are new to us and new to the collective impact process, the
constellation was performed with Kara Stonehouse, Diana Claire, a handful of experienced constellation volunteers who are
not in the collective impact process and a few members of the steering committee, totaling 12 participants.
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System of influence mapping results
1. Beginning States
OV

LG
SO
G

5. Gaia looking away
5. City managers
feel judged

Future

CM

FO

1. Spirit of OttawfFeels crippled, doesn’t
know what Outcome
Statement (OS) is.

Facility Operators
over burdened

BD
6. Business and
developes not
interested in
blah blah blah,
feels connection
to Gaia

3. Spirit of Ottawa brought upright
by acknowledging there is a letting
go of an old identity that needs to
happen then invited by facilitator to
move the players into new position.

4. Citizens of
Ottawa
Ready to CO
support,
need a clear
rallying cry

2. Outcome Statement nervous
to be accepted

OS

10 Elements mapped
1. Citizens of Ottawa- CO
2. Civil society, facility operators - FO
3. City managers - CM
4. Business and developers - BD
5. Spirit of Ottawa - SO
6. Gaia - G
7. Old view of City of Ottawa - OV
8. Letting go - LG
9. Mysterious power dynamic - MP
10. Outcome statement - OS

MP

6. Mysterious Power
Dynamic with City
Managers and Outcome

Present

2. Strong Hub State

Walls will be built
and crumble

Future

Strong connection
with business and
development

MP CM

G
CO

Stopped judging and
fearing power of City

Supporting and feels
supported

SO
Puts old identity
in its place in the
past and dances
around the circle
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Strong hand on
Gaia’s shoulder

OV

Needs support for heavy
lifting, supported on strong
link btw Gaia and Business,
Citizen hand on shoulder

Was blocking
movement to
future, in right
place now

BD
FO

OS

Past

Dissolves as its work
is done

Present
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System of influence mapping key insights
•

The Spirit of Ottawa is a bit crippled and needs to let go of an old view of its identity, in order to move toward the
outcomes we are aiming for. We, specifically Kara is invited to connect with the Spirit of Ottawa at a heart level and
allow it to be the guide in moving the all the players.

•

The Citizens of Ottawa are a strong ally and should be approached and engaged first. They need a simple light and
fresh rally cry, something like : Vibrant Together Ottawa

•

The businesses and developers are ready to be green but are weary of the bureaucracy of an initiative such as ours and
feel a lot of judgment against them that hampers their participation. They and Gaia are central to the movement and
forming the outcome, but not right away.

•

The civic managers of the city, hospitals, libraries, universities need some special support as the burden of change falls
on them. Their relation to power, and how they hold power in the process is important to stay aware of. There is a right
order and it is not them controlling. There may be boulders that have to crumble and walls built and broken down.

•

The time frame of our outcome statement is realistically 2040-2045 and sooner outcomes are yearned for due to the
urgency of change and missed opportunities of waiting too long to get moving.

•

A key condition of the outcome is that the relationships between sectors of Ottawa is consciously tended to, and
creates a strong supported hub with Gaia and business/developers at the center, and civil society, citizens supporting
and old identity of Ottawa not forgotten, but placed in the past. Give the leadership to the spirit of Ottawa to move
the players and she will do so in right order an timing. When a strong hub was formed, the Spirit could dance around
the center and the outcome could be achieved.

•

Even with a strong hub, moving forward is awkward, but at least possible, marketing and communications will be a
large and important effort.

Impacts of the work
The constellation insights were surprising, especially around the strength and importance of bringing community groups into the
fold as a starting point. An unplanned outcome of this session is that it attracted several powerful community groups to get more
involved. The constellation showed that citizen engagement really is a first key to the whole movement, that developers and city
managers would need some time to look from afar before coming on board and business would be key but not right away. This
helped Kara to relax as a facilitator and stakeholder engagement lead. Even if every stakeholder we want is not present yet, there
is an order and timing that will work out right.
Sharing the insights of the constellation with the full steering committee helped us think of what resources and assets we have and
can access to fulfill the insights of the constellation. For example, Ecology Ottawa has a powerful an active community involvement
mailing list and is very good at having one clear message go out to everyone.
During the third stakeholder meeting to complete the theory of change, Kara brought in the Spirit of Ottawa through poetry
about her identity. When the over-all strategy was envisioned by the group, and the citizens movement at number one came up
again and Kara was able to see it as part of the overall pattern of the constellation. The subsequent steps also resonate with the
patterns shown in the constellation and help Kara be clear and confident when writing up the strategy as opposed to questioning
the wisdom of the crowd.
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Conclusion

Of course this complex endeavor is not unfolding exactly as we planned, however it is very encouraging to notice that we are
building the foundations in the right order, connecting and motivating the citizens first, then involving and influencing more
powerful players as we become more robust in our action planning. Collective impact is an innovative process and we are using
the most forward thinking methodologies and strategies. The value of this radical way is not always recognized right away,
however there is much to be confident about as we move forward. Sixty stakeholders actively engaged from eight sectors,
many influential champions are on board and more will join as we convene more specific gatherings such as a financing summit,
partner with Hydro Ottawa to reach more large operators and connect more directly with PIED and developers through phase
2 of Energy Evolution. Taking it slowly and thoughtfully tries the patience of some, so our engagement strategies meet the
needs of the important busy stakeholders , are inclusive of the voice of the less influential stakeholders and create an active and
engaging space for the high influence, high interest fellowship.
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